Julie Ay at the Mazy distillery
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Artisanal fruit brandies
Quintessential French craftsmanship

The spirits industry is increasingly cornered by industrially-produced liquors, very
often imported. The French drink 140 million bottles of whisky a year, but just 2 or
3 of fruit brandy. And yet, there was a time when almost every farmer was a home
distiller. France still has some top quality artisanal distilleries producing gourmetstyle products for consumers in the know.
By Alain Echalier - Photographs: Courtesy of the estates
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The Metté distillery uses 3 small copper stills

reating alcohol through fermentation dates back
thousands of years – 8,000 years for wine, 9,000 for
beer – but it only produces a few degrees of alcohol.
Distillation, on the other hand, is much more recent. In
France, noteworthy contributors to the technique were
Arnaud de Villeneuve (1238-1311) and his student,

Raymond de Lulle, at Montpellier university. By heating a lowalcohol, water-based liquid, the water – which obviously becomes
a gas at 100°C – can be separated due to the fact that ethanol and
many molecules evaporate above 79°C.
The theory might look simple, but in practice, distillation is anything
but due to the numerous factors involved. When it comes to
alcohol, however, human imagination knows no bounds, and the
technique has been elevated to an art form. Countless types of stills
were invented with processes that sometimes required multiple
distillations in series. Once the distillate is obtained, alcohol content
can be so high that it is unacceptable to the human palate, even the
most seasoned… So it has to be brought down by adding pure water.
Legally, and often for tax purposes, alcohol content has to range from
37 to 45% ABV, but there are some spirits which retain more or less
their original strength, ranging from 60 to 75%. Brandies can also be
matured, a phase where they undergo controlled oxidation. And as
historically, the containers they were matured in were wood, this also
contributes to aromatics. Lastly, different spirits can also be blended
for improved complexity.
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DISTILLING WHAT IS AVAILABLE
In France, wine production provided the inspiration for two
types of spirit. By pressing the grapes, the skins and the pips
are separated from the juice. At the time, this was done by
foot and produced a kind of ‘cake’ that was solid yet moist
– the pomace, or ‘marc’ in French that stems from ‘marcher’
or walk – and could then be distilled. By extension, the
resultant spirit is called ‘marc’ or pomace brandy. Some
people claim that grape pomace produced by making white
wines is superior in quality because the lengthy soaking
required to make red wine removes many of the aromatic
compounds. The pressed grape juice is cloudy and the wine
has to be clarified through settling. The lees, which fall to
Harvesting cherries at the Hagmeyers

the bottom of the tank, can also be distilled and produce
‘fines’. Cognac and Armagnac are produced from the
leftover ‘burnt wine’, but every wine region has a distilling
tradition. We have selected a Burgundy micro-distillery and
two Alsace distilleries to illustrate that tradition.
Incidentally, the continental climate in Alsace also makes it
particularly suitable for growing plums, pears and cherries,
for example – fruits which, when fully ripe, are full of sugar.
That makes them potential candidates for fermenting them
into a mash, then distilling them. A second distillation
separates the desired aromas. The people of Alsace and
Lorraine, who happen to be gourmet food lovers, have
become masters in the art of producing spirits from all
kinds of fruit. We spoke to an independent fruit grower and
distiller, and a small but prestige distillery.
Normandy and Brittany, where the weather is too cold
and damp to grow vines, turned to apples and pears, using
grafts that were brought from Spain in the 15th century. The
area of Domfront, in Normandy, has even specialised in
pears. The fermented juice of all these fruits produces the
refreshing drinks cider and perry. But of course, it was not
long before the idea of distilling them emerged, leading
to Normandy Calvados, which is subtly matured. A longstanding apple grower, cider maker and distiller reveals his
techniques to us.
DISTILLERIE MAZY IN MARSANNAY-LA-CÔTE
Julie Ay comes from a family of winegrowers in Gigondas,
but her bio-chemistry studies initially pointed her in the

Grape pomace at the Mazy distillery
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thirty, she decided she wanted a more artisanal career –
distilling. She taught herself by meeting other distillers
in Cognac, Faugères and Alsace, then decided to become
a practitioner herself in the Côte de Nuits. It is a little
known fact that the right to become a mobile distiller can
be applied for at the customs department, but it cannot be
purchased. Julie Ay started up in 2016.
Close proximity to world famous estates such as Domaine
Armand Rousseau and Domaine Bruno Clair obviously
provides access to excellent quality raw materials, and
present-day winegrowers rarely distil themselves. But they
have a legal obligation to properly dispose of their pomace
and lees. Julie Ay offers to re-use them by making potable
spirits, and the idea of stellar quality spirits appeals to
winegrowers. She produces AOC Burgundy ‘marc’ and
‘fine’ brandies along with fruit brandies and liqueurs.
Traditionally, ‘fine’ brandy with aromas of wine is

Julie Ay

considered more delicate and is more popular – it also
comes at a higher price, of €40 to €50 a bottle. Due to
the fairly small amounts of lees, she blends them before
distilling to produce Grand Cru or Côte de Nuits ‘fine’
brandies.
The pomace brandies, with aromas more akin to raisins, sell
for around €30 to €50 a bottle. Working alone and located
in a predominantly red wine region, she only produces
pomace brandies from Pinot noir. The pomace – or ‘gène’
as it is referred to in Burgundy – has to be extremely fresh,
just one to three weeks old. It is then slightly re-wetted and
distilled. Julie Ay then has enough raw materials to produce
spirits by appellation. Have you ever tried a pomace brandy
from Grand Cru Chambertin or Clos de Bèze?
She distils at her home in the village of Marsannay, and
it doesn’t go totally unnoticed. When distillation starts in
October, cyclists riding through the village have no trouble
noticing the lovely wafts that float in the air.
DISTILLERIE HAGMEYER GROWS ITS OWN FRUIT
In the Alsace village of Balbronn, people have been distilling
since the turn of the 17th century. Even thirty or so years
ago, over 20 families were still distilling. At the Hagmeyers,
Willy is in the process of passing his business on to his
daughter Elsa. The Hagmeyers have 12 hectares of orchards,
that are home to damsons, Mirabelle plums, Williams pears

Willy and Elsa Hagmeyer
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and even strawberries. And since September 2019, they
have even planted some barley to start producing whisky!
Most of the fruit they distil is home grown. They are also
winegrowers – the Gewurtztraminer juice they produce goes
to the co-operative and they distil the rest.
The varieties of fruit are the same as the edible varieties,
except for the cherries. The fruit needs to be in good
condition and harvested at peak ripeness for its sugar, but
acidity is a requisite so that the fruit ferments well and there
are no bacterial issues. Visually appealing fruit, however, is
not a must so there is no need to spray for scab, for example.
The pears, where the ripeness window is very short-lived,
are picked and ripen in storage. “Avoiding mushing pear
flavours is essential”, points out Willy Hagmeyer.
Yeast is added to the pureed fruit. Fermentation lasts for 2
to 4 weeks. Pears with low sugar content produce 3% ABV,
The recommended glass for drinking brandy

compared with 9% for plums and cherries. Distillation then
starts immediately afterwards. Double distillation for the
Mirabelle plums and the pears creates purer flavours but
some fruits, like strawberries, are only suitable for single
distillation. During the distilling process, it is essential to
have a glass at hand, to smell, taste and make decisions
there and then depending on the prevailing mood. As it
exits the still, the spirit has an ABV of between 65 and 75%.
It is cooled to -3°C to filter out the impurities and ensure
its colour is brilliant and transparent. It is also blended with
different vintages and ABV is brought down to around 45%.
“Savour it at around 15°C in a tulip shape glass”, claim
the Hagmeyers. When brandy is good, it does not burn the
palate. Although it is often savoured at the end of a meal,
a lot of food pairings are excellent. They include Mirabelle
brandy with unpasteurised Camembert, pear brandy with
duck breasts, flammekueche or munster cheese with kirsch
(cherry)…
METTÉ, THE ‘POPE OF BRANDIES’
Celebrated firm Jean-Paul Metté, taken over by Jean-Paul’s
godson Philippe Traber and wife Nathalie, experienced
another shock two years ago with the death of Philippe.
Although Nathalie was approached by major companies,
she finally decided to continue because their son Timothée
returned to the family firm.

A delivery of damsons, a variety of plums from Alsace
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Nathalie and her son Thimotée Traber now at the helm of the Metté distillery

28 liqueurs, but they are still a treasure of artisanal
distilling, producing an average 35,000 bottles. Here, all
the raw materials are bought in – fruit from Alsace and the
Rhone Valley for example, and wild berries from Romania
and Hungary, because there is nobody to pick wild fruit
any more in France. They do, however, collect some
flowers themselves, like elderflower or pine buds. Quality
is essential. “How can you ask a chef to cook good fish
when it’s gone past its freshness”. It’s exactly the same for
distilling. Everything arrives in small crates and is sorted a
second time.
The three copper stills are small, which makes quality
control and cleaning easier. This is a fundamental aspect
of the process. A pear, for example, contains pips and
therefore oil, so the sides of the still can become fatty and
a rancid smell can develop. Between heating, each still is
therefore dismounted and cleaned.
The alcohol content of the brandies is then brought down
and the spirits are placed in stainless steel tanks in the
courtyard with the lids placed on top to avoid dust entering
them. For six years, they breathe, expand and contract with
the seasons – in some ways like Vin Jaune in Jura. The
cold naturally filters them and they become clearer. The
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aggressiveness and the ether nose evaporate. As Nathalie
stresses, remember to put your glasses in the refrigerator at
the start of the meal so that they don’t have to be cooled
with ice, which, even when removed, adds liquid to the
brandy. And don’t swirl it in the glass too much – no more
than 2 or 3 times, otherwise the alcohol stands out. Every
little detail counts!
One last piece of information: the distillery shop in
Ribeauvillé accounts for 50% of the company’s turnover.
Pay them a visit, you’ll understand why!

Demi-johns at Metté

CALVADOS DROUIN
APPLES WITH GOOD BREED
Guillaume Drouin is the third generation to produce
Calvados. The distillery is now housed in a former stud farm
in Pont l´Evêque. He grows 35 varieties of apples and buys
fruit too, allowing him to achieve the right balance with
mostly bitter-sweet (up to 70% of apples in Pays d’Auge),
bitter, sweet and crisp varieties. As an apple tree produces
fruit every other year, by alternating varieties of each style,
the 30 varieties required can be reached effortlessly.
The fruit is quite different to edible apples – it is sweet
but also quite tannic. Drouin points out that, unlike
grapes, apple flesh also contains tannins, which is why
it turns brown when cut. The orchards are planted with
trees that are spaced out, and pruned with long canes to
avoid temptation for the cows which eat the worm-eaten
apples on the ground, thereby helping fertilise the soils.
By planting 15-20 varieties a field and keeping the trees
well apart, the only intervention required is pruning. This
is very different to industrial orchards where unfortunately
it has become the norm to spray agro-chemicals 20 to
30 times a year.
The apples – which are much more robust than eating
apples – are picked up off the ground once a week. The
fruit is immediately chopped and pressed and the juice is
put into a fermenter to produce cider. For bottled cider,
the proportions of each variety are chosen just before
pressing, but for Calvados, the choice is made when the
orchard is planted. Distillation begins with the first ciders
in October and ends in June. A cider distilled when young

Taste, taste and taste again. This is an important part of
Guillaume Drouin’s job
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produces rounded, fruity Calvados. A more mature cider is
more acidic and harsher, but has better ageing potential.
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Guillaume Drouin

Everything has to be tasted then blended once a year.
Then maturation begins, another key part of the Calvados
process, in 1,200 casks that have already been used for Port,
Sherry and Cognac for instance. Ullage is quite significant
and the casks often contain 10% of air – it’s all very
scientific. The different cellars also have their own particular
features: the traditional Normandy house with its timberframe walls and thatched roof guarantees perfect insulation,
whilst a slate roof allows the temperature to vary from 10
to 20°C. “For Calvados, maturation is as important as
distillation”, points out Drouin. Apparently, he is proficient
at both because his 150,000 bottles produced annually are
shipped worldwide.
PROTECTING CRAFTSMANSHIP
With this kind of product, the traditional post-prandial
drink – the antithesis of binge drinking – has a rightful
place in the gourmet hall of fame. Although it has suffered
tremendously from rural exodus and a disconnect with the
farming community, connoisseurs and purists are holding
the fort. And in recent years, they have been joined by
prominent figures such as pastry chefs and mixologists,
who are increasingly demanding in their choice of products.
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